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===============
===============
=== The tool has been
designed to be able to
handle many different

SQL statements, not just
a simple CREATE TABLE
Statement. It can format
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and prettify any SQL
statement, query, stored

procedure, trigger etc
from most of the popular

databases.
sqlCodeFormatter

Features: =========
===============

== Command Line
Based: --------------------
The program is a CLI

(Command Line
Interface) program that
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means it can be used
from the command line

of your operating
system, without
installation. No

dependencies of any
type are required to

work with the
application.

Prettification:
---------------- The program
can do much more than

simply formatting a
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piece of code. It can also
pretty-print the SQL
code, in addition to

formatting. Versioned:
----------- The program
can be upgraded to a
newer version without

the need to update your
application. This is really
important in distributed

environments, where
you don't want to be
forced to update your
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application and may not
want to upgrade

because it may require a
complete installation.

Test Mode: ----------- The
program can be used in
Test Mode. Test Mode
will let you try out the

formatting of a piece of
SQL code without

actually updating your
database. In Test Mode,

the formatting of the
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SQL code will not
actually be applied.

Sample Usage:
=============

Overview of the
command Line Interface

(CLI) The CLI is a
command line that is
mostly used on a GUI

operating system, where
the command line is
usually accessed by

pressing the Ctrl + Alt +
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T keys. Pressing the
enter key will run the
command. Some CLI

commands also work on
a platform where the

command line is
executed via a Web

Browser. To use the CLI
on a platform where the
CLI is executed in a Web

Browser, you need to
bookmark the page

where the CLI is
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executing. The
sqlCodeFormatter

Command Line interface
is launched by launching
the executable from the

command line. The
executable needs to be

in the same folder as the
sqlCodeFormatter.bat
file. sqlCodeFormatter
Command Line Sample
Usage: ~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~ If the

sqlCodeFormatter is run
from a folder where

sqlCodeFormatter.bat is
found, then it will print to

the command line.
Example:

sqlCodeFormatter
--file=test.sql

--out=test.sql The tool
will

SqlCodeFormatter
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Code: sqlCodeFormatter
was specially developed

as a Command Line-
based instrument that

can be used to parse and
format SQL code. The

SQL code you choose to
format can be for

MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can

make use of this handy
piece of software to

quickly format the SQL
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code you need. All you
have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter

was specially developed
as a Command Line-

based instrument that
can be used to parse and

format SQL code. The
SQL code you choose to

format can be for
MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can
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make use of this handy
piece of software to

quickly format the SQL
code you need. All you

have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter

was specially developed
as a Command Line-

based instrument that
can be used to parse and

format SQL code. The
SQL code you choose to
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format can be for
MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can

make use of this handy
piece of software to

quickly format the SQL
code you need. All you

have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter

was specially developed
as a Command Line-

based instrument that
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can be used to parse and
format SQL code. The

SQL code you choose to
format can be for

MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can

make use of this handy
piece of software to

quickly format the SQL
code you need. All you

have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter
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was specially developed
as a Command Line-

based instrument that
can be used to parse and

format SQL code. The
SQL code you choose to

format can be for
MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can

make use of this handy
piece of software to

quickly format the SQL
code you need. All you
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have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter

was specially developed
as a Command Line-

based instrument that
can be used to parse and

format SQL code. The
SQL code you choose to

format can be for
MySQL, Oracle, DB2 or
Sybase. Now, you can

make use of this handy
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piece of software to
quickly format the SQL
code you need. All you

have to do is launch the
software and load your
file. sqlCodeFormatter

was specially developed
as a Command

b7e8fdf5c8
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This program is used to
format SQL... SQlfreeSQL
is a command line utility
that helps you to easily
remove an SQL
expression from a stored
procedure, view or table-
valued function. All
statements matching to
the specified expression
are removed from the
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statement, and new
statements are inserted.
The utility is actually a
set of scripts that
performs the operations
automatically; you just
have to specify a set of
parameters, and it will
create the desired SQL.
sqlFreeSQL Description:
SQlfreeSQL is a set of
scripts that works
automatically....
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SQLCompressor is a
command line utility,
that compresses SQL
Server 2000/SQL Server
2005/SQL Server
2008/SQL Server
Express/SQL Server
Compact databases. It
also formats commands
to reduce the size of
databases. It also copies
the.SQL files to a new
location for easy access.
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sqlCompressor
Description:
sqlCompressor is a
command line tool, that
converts your SQL
Server database file
to.SQL files. It can
compress or decompress
databases, by reducing
the size of files....
SQLsplit is a command
line tool that helps you
to easily split a SQL
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statement into smaller,
independent SQL
statements. sqlsplit
Description: sqlsplit is a
command line tool, that
splits a SQL statement
into multiple smaller,
independent statements.
It can split a SQL
statement into multiple
statements, and we can
define how statements
should be split (based on
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the columns name, the
table or the statements
number) and how many
statements are the
result. As... sqlEval is a
command line utility that
allows you to execute
regular expressions on a
SQL Server database,
table or column. It will
check for the existence
of a pattern in a
database, table or
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column. In addition, it
can also format the
expression to use only
part of the expression
and it will select only
rows that match to the
expression. sqlEval
Description: sqlEval is a
tool that allows you to
execute regular
expressions on SQL
Server 2000, SQL Server
2005 and... SQLEzier is a
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command line utility that
you can use to build SQL
queries that are
compatible with multiple
SQL Server versions. It
can convert statements
written in SQL Server
2005 to a compatible
version. SQLEzier
Description: SQLEzier is
a tool that lets you
convert an existing SQL
Server 2005 compatible
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SQL statement to a
compatible version for
an earlier versions. The
statement is transformed
before conversion to
make sure the statement
will
What's New In SqlCodeFormatter?

SQL Code formatter is a
command line-based
utility specially
developed to be used to
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parse and format SQL
code. With the help of
this tool, you can easily
convert text SQL code
from ANSI-92 to ANSI-92.
sqlCodeFormatter is a
command line-based
utility specially
developed to be used to
parse and format SQL
code. With the help of
this tool, you can easily
convert text SQL code
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from ANSI-92 to ANSI-92.
SQL Code Formatter
Description An improved
version of the SQL Code
Formatter was specially
developed as a
Command Line-based
instrument that can be
used to parse and format
SQL code. The SQL code
you choose to format
can be for MySQL,
Oracle, DB2 or Sybase.
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Now, you can make use
of this handy piece of
software to quickly
format the SQL code you
need. All you have to do
is launch the software
and load your file.
sqlCodeFormatter - a
powerful and command
line based utility for SQL
code formating in HTML
and XML format.
sqlCodeFormatter is the
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only tool you need to
format and validate SQL
statements.
sqlCodeFormatter
supports ANSI SQL92
codes and MSSQL SQL
Server 2000, 2000Pro,
2005, 2008, R2, 2012,
2014, 2016. 20 new
features and
optimizations have been
added in the latest
version 1.5. This includes
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documentation, a new
database output format
and more. What's new in
this version of
sqlCodeFormatter? New
properties in the
properties dialog. Added
support for SQL for
MSSQL. Added support
for the ANSI SQL92
Standard. Added support
for Validate original
string option. Added
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support for database
output and enum
support in.TXT and.HTML
formats. Made it possible
to manually add some
common SQL code
patterns like constants,
table names, and
columns names as
default patterns.
Removed support for run
logic. New powerful rule
based engine to make
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formatting quicker. More
powerful conditional
formatting options. *
Install sqlCodeFormatter
by sending us an e-mail
with your request or buy
it in the shop. * Buy
sqlCodeFormatter 4.4.5
(11.07.2012) 4.4.4
(22.05.2012) What's new
in this version of
sqlCodeFormatter? 4.4.4
(22
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System Requirements:

RAM: 1GB (2GB
recommended) GPU:
DirectX 10 graphics card
with a Pixel Shader
version of 3.0 and
support for hardware
tessellation DirectX:
Version 10 HDD Space:
1GB Mac OS X: 10.6.8 or
later © 2016-2020
Superwind Games. ©
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